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The new

range of 

pneumatic 

air rifles and

accessories

Pneumatic regulator
[a] Regulator

[b] Fully adjustable 
2 stage trigger

Regulated performance
means more shots per

charge. 

Manual rotary 
safety catch

Built in moderator
with adaptor for

(optional) 
second unit

single-shot tray
(a)

(b)

Air Ranger

X2 Merlyn

X2 Sports

X2 Sports-R

Daystate Accessories

[a] Airstream II Silencer - the next level of silencer design

Introducing the Airstream II silencer which incorporates new sintered plastics
technology to reduce muzzle noise down to a whisper. Screw fits to the standard 1/2
inch UNF silencer thread fitted to the end of our rifles. 18 cm (7”) long, Satin finish.

[b] Muzzle Flip Compensator
The Muzzle Flip Compensator reduces much of the barrel movement on firing
without destabilizing the pellet.

BKL Scope Mounts
Engineered to fit your Daystate rifle perfectly.
When fitted to Daystate rifles, BKL mounts
provide spot-on alignment and the perfect
scope height. Fits 25 mm (1 inch) and 30 mm
tube scopes in a choice of single or double top
strap types. 

Easy Fit Sling Kit
A complete rifle sling and Quick Detachable
swivel kit. One hand adjustable sling in top
quality polypropylene. Full fitting instructions
included. Plain sling without swivels also
available.

Daystate Peaked Cap
A stylish Daystate branded peaked cap with 
3 embroidered panels.

Daystate Polo Shirt
& Fleece Jacket
Quality is the byword for this attractive Daystate
branded clothing. Thick black fleece with
embroidery on front, arm & a large rear Daystate
Logo. Polo shirt is available in black or yellow
with two embroidered panels.

Bullets
Made exclusively for Daystate for our Air
Ranger when producing power in excess of
50 ft/lbs energy. 5.5 mm (0.22 inch) and 6.25
(0.25 inch) calibre.

Double Slide Magazine
Tandem 10-shot magazines make fumbled
magazine reloads a thing of the past.

Carbon Compact Silencer
When used as a second stage unit on our X2
and MK3 rifles, this lightweight Carbon Fibre
silencer is remarkably effective. Matching the
performance of many units twice its length. 
11 cm (4 1/4”) long, Carbon Fibre finish.

FT Pellets
Specially selected to match our premium grade Walther barrels.
Daystate FT pellets are the choice of champions with hundreds of
Hunter Field Target and Field Target wins to their credit. Available in 4.5
mm (0.177 inch) and 5.5 mm (0.22 inch) calibre. 

www.daystate.com

Agent’s Stamp

Beautifully balanced, this rifle features a 
superb walnut thumbhole stock with rosewood 
cap by master stocker Gary Cane. Recoil free 10-shot repeater that 
comes with a Muzzle Flip Compensator supplied with a silencer insert for dual roles. 
Fitted with our renowned MK3 regulator for more shots per charge.  

Short, light and quick handling, with winning 
performance. Recoil free 10-shot repeater that comes with a silencer 
& safety catch. Fitted with our renowned MK3 regulator for more shots per
charge. Stylish yet tough walnut stock.

Powerful performance and all the features you will need.
Recoil free 10-shot repeater, fitted with a stylish yet tough walnut stock. 

A highly versatile rifle with the power and accuracy to handle
anything you want it to do; from the hardest of hunting trips,

to the challenge of Hunter Field Target. Recoil free 10-shot repeater that
comes with a full length silencer. Fitted with our renowned MK3 regulator 

for a huge shot capacity. Ambidextrous walnut stock.

Daystate Classic Rifles… 
taking air rifle shooting into a NEW era !

Lighter, stronger and so accurate,

these slick and fast mechanical rifles

offer performance that only fine 

hand-built rifles can deliver.
Removable 10-shot

rotary magazine

Technical Data

Air Ranger X2 Merlyn/Sports-R X2 Sports

Overall Length 104 cm (41”) 91 cm (36”) 96.5 cm (38”) 

Barrel Length 43cm (16.8”) 35.5cm (14”) 40cm (15.75”) 

Calibre 4.5 mm (.177") 5.5 mm (.22") 4.5 mm (.177") 4.5 mm (.177") 

High Power 6.25 (.25”) 5.5 mm (.22") 5.5 mm (.22")

Regulator Yes Yes -

Weight 400cc bottle 3.7kg (8.1lbs) 3.44kg (7.5lbs) 3.44kg (7.5lbs) 

*500cc bottle 3.9kg (8.6lbs)

Performance (12ft/lbs)

4.5mm (.177”) 250 (*450) shots per charge 80 shots per charge 60 shots per charge

5.5mm (.22”) 350 (*600) shots per charge 120 shots per charge 70 shots per charge

Export & FAC 

4.5mm (.177”) Up to 18 ft/lbs Up to 17 ft/lbs Up to 18 ft/lbs

5.5mm (.22”) Up to 80 ft/lbs Up to 23 ft/lbs Up to 40 ft/lbs

6.35mm (.25”) Up to 80 ft/lbs - -
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Picture: X2 Merlyn Limited Edition
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AirWolf

MK3 ST

MK3 S

MK3 FT-R

The super efficient CDT system combined with a 400 or 500cc bottle results in a huge shot capacity
and, if required, potential for higher power. The full-length silencer combined with our electronic system
makes this rifle almost completely silent.

Beautifully balanced 10-shot rifle fitted with a superb walnut thumbhole stock. 
Latest version of CDT system with its new 'Lean Charge' electronics allow for more power and faster firing.

Quick handling and stylish sports stock fitted to the latest lean charge 
version of the MK3 electronic firing system.

The New FT-R combines the new MK3 lean charge electrics 
with a pneumatic regulator for a greater amount of shots per charge. 
Fitted with an adjustable walnut stock, single-shot tray and Muzzle Flip Compensator.

Daystate Electronic Rifles… 
taking air rifle shooting into a NEW era !

Capacitive Discharge Technology - Daystate is the first company to use a fully electronic firing system. With no internal hammer or

conventional trigger mechanism, CDT rifles are fast, twice as fast as conventional firing systems.  A bolt action that is supremely

easy to use, as the bolt only has to operate the rifle's 10-shot magazine and to seat the pellet directly into the rifling.

One of the safest systems ever, Daystate supply a key with each rifle, which when used, immobilises the rifle. Power comes from a

rechargeable battery capable of allowing many thousands of shots. Add to this an electronic safety catch, match trigger, multiple

power settings, shot counter together with that indisputable Daystate quality and you will then understand why so many shooters

are going electric.

Built in moderator 
The Mk3 has a built in sound 
moderator that significantly 
reduces noise. The 
muzzle is also threaded 
to take an additional 
silencer. Using this 
second silencer 
makes the gun 
virtually inaudible in 
the field.

Electronic trigger lock 
Each rifle is fitted with a key- 
activated electronic 
isolator, preventing 
unauthorised use and 
adding another level 
of safety.

10-Shot magazine 
This tough, quick-loading 
removable magazine can 
be fitted from either 
side of the rifle. The 
visual spy holes show 
shot availability at 
a glance.

Single-shot tray
Removing the magazine and 
fitting a magnetic pellet 
tray allows loading 
directly into the match 
grade Walther barrel. 

Electronic firing system
The Harper patented CDT 
system delivers a huge 
increase in performance 
over mechanical 
systems in terms of 
lock time. It gives a 
smooth firing cycle 
equalling greater 
efficiency and, 
ultimately, superb 
accuracy. At the heart 
of the new CDT system 
is a microprocessor that 
controls power delivery and 
provides a superb multi-adjustable 
match grade electronic trigger. The system contains 16 digitally
accurate power settings, as well as an audible and visible
magazine empty warning and shot counter to let you know when
the rifle needs refilling with air and pellets.

Safety 
CDT electronics makes 
these the safest airguns 
ever. When the safety 
catch is applied the 
internal micro-
processor cuts power 
to the rifle. In addition 
there is an Auto-Safe 
feature that automatically 
inhibits firing if left unused. 

Daystate the company...
Daystate was the very first company to produce modern pre-charged pneumatics with designs dating

back to the early 1970's. Nowadays we combine those traditional gun-making techniques with the

latest computer-controlled technology. Pure craftsmanship is a vital factor in Daystate rifles and our

state-of-the-art CNC production machinery allows us to combine modern technology and the

craftsmanship of a bygone age to bring you... the world's finest air rifles.

Specification...
Daystate rifles are supplied in left or right hand versions, complete with filling connectors, an integral

sound moderator, ten shot magazine or single-shot tray and a detailed user handbook. A range of

accessories can also be bought to further enhance your air rifle.

Customer Service...
Daystate prides itself on its outstanding customer service. Daystates are built to last and every rifle

carries a 3-year warranty with a full back up service by factory-trained engineers. 

Daystate... Welcome to the next level!

AirWolf MK3 ST & MK3 S MK3 FT-R

Overall Length 104cm (41”) 96.5cm (38”) 95cm (37.5”) 

Barrel Length (Hi-Pwr) 43cm (16.8”) 40cm (15.75”) 40cm (15.75”)

Calibre 4.5 mm (.177") 5.5 mm (.22") 4.5 mm (.177") 5.5 mm (.22") 4.5 mm (.177") 5.5 mm (.22")

Weight 400cc bottle - 3.7kg (8.1lbs) 3.44kg (7.5lbs) 3.6kg (8lbs)

*500cc bottle - 3.9kg (8.6lbs)  

Performance (12ft/lbs)

4.5mm (.177”) 240 (*350) shots per charge 90 shots per charge 110 shots per charge

5.5mm (.22”) 340 (*550) shots per charge 120 shots per charge 150 shots per charge

Export & FAC

4.5mm (.177”) Up to 17 ft/lbs 17 ft/lbs Up to 17 ft/lbs

5.5mm (.22”) Up to 40 ft/lbs 30 ft/lbs Up to 25 ft/lbs

Technical Data
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